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Details of Visit:

Author: misterj
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 13 Nov 2021 14:00
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 280
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Olina Oriental Escorts
Website: http://www.olina-oriental-escort.com
Phone: 07508538000

The Premises:

Nice two bed flat about 5 minutes walk from Goldhawke tuube stn. Bedroom was cosy with lots of
nice mood lighting and mirrors strategically placed so you could view the action. Bathroom was
large and clean with a decent shower and plenty of hot water.

The Lady:

Linda is a good looking Thai lady with a nice slender body, natural breasts and a beautiful smile.
The photos of her on the website are accurate.

The Story:

Linda greeted me wearing a nice see through white outfit. Once the paper work was sorted out
Linda offered me a drink and asked if I would like a shared shower, which I accepted to both. Linda
then proceeded to help me undress and lead me to the bathroom. Once there Linda gently washed
me with plenty of soap and once the cleaning was over, she dried me off with a towel.

Back in the bedroom Linda provided a nice, slow, sensual sex, with lots of gentle caresses, plenty
of deep French kissing, oral both ways (Linda has a nice, cleanly shaven pussy that is fresh as a
daisy, responsive and a delight to lick) sex in various positions and finally finished with CIM.

After our marathon sex session, Linda gave me a nice firm massage, that did the trick to iron out all
the knots in my body. After the massage, we had another shared shower, then hugged and kissed,
and said our good byes.

I found Linda to be one of the most gentle and caring ladies I have ever met. I had a great time in
her company and look forward to seeing her again for a longer booking. Linda is highly
recommended.
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